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Cross-Scale Coupling in Large-Systems



Much progress has been in understanding 
reconnection in systems of modest scale
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 Huge Separation of Scales in Astrophysical Plasmas

Real challenge to extrapolate physics 
Do collisional or kinetic mechanisms dominate?
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One Key Issue to “Scale-Up” the Dynamics
 In both collisional and kinetic regimes, the non-linear evolution of 

reconnection produces elongated current layers, which are unstable to 
secondary magnetic islands (plasmoids)
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Many new efforts exploring these ideas
Bhattacharjee et al. (2009)

Samtaney et al. (2009)
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Unstable to secondary islands



 

  The number of islands and growth rate increase with S 

  May permit faster reconnection than Sweet-Parker

  Can also push evolution towards kinetic scales

Why does this matter ?
Collisional Regimes:

Kinetic Regimes:

  Do islands influence scaling of reconnection rate ?

  Could also be important in the energy partition and 
particle acceleration process ?



In real 3D world, magnetic islands are flux ropes
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Island formation can be complicated in 3D

Drift Tearing -  Coppi et al, 1979, Catto et al, 1974, Gladd, 1990,
 Daughton et al, 2005 

Percolation -  Galeev, Kuznetsova, Zeleny, 1986

Volume filling islands - Drake et al, Nature, 2006
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Fig. 1. Diffusion of magnetic field lines through the MBL. (a) All magnetic surfaces within the MBL are 
destructed. The stochastic wandering of magnetic field lines through the layer results in magnetic 
percolation. Bold solid curve - the magnetic field line penetrating from the magnetosphere to the 
magnetosheath. (b) A region with stable magnetic surfaces exists within the MBL. The stochastic wandering 
of magnetic field lines does not result in percolation if the width of this region is larger than b~o. The 

topological connection of magnetic field lines on both sides of the MBL is absent. 

the entire MBL. Taking into account the stochastic nature of the process, this 

terminology seems to be even more appropriate for the phenomena under discussion 

than the sometimes misleading use of such words as 'merging' or 'reconnection'. As will 

be shown in Appendix 2 (see also Biscamp, 1977; Swartz and Hazeltine, 1984; Galeev 

et al., 1985) the growth of magnetic islands saturates rather quickly at a finite island 

width W*. So, if even a very narrow region (but wider than W*) with stable magnetic 

surfaces exists within the plasma layer it cannot be overlapped by nearby growing 

magnetic islands and thus it appears to be impenetrable for the diffusing field lines. One 

can come to the conclusion that the necessary condition for magnetic percolation to 

occur through the MBL will be the destruction of almost all magnetic surfaces within 

it. Figure l(a) schematically shows the stochastic diffusion of magnetic field lines 

through the destructed MBL. The process of magnetic field stochastic wandering will 

be interrupted if a region (even a thin region) with the smooth, well-defined magnetic 

surfaces exists within the MBL. This case is shown in Figure l(b) where there is no 

topological connection of magnetic field lines on both sides of MBL, and so 

reconnection (in a global or macroscopic sense) is absent (despite the possible observa- 

Galeev et al, 1986 Drake et al, 2006

dusk asymmetries that are weak during storm times3,18 require an
acceleration mechanism that can diffuse particles dawnward and
duskward while still gaining energy. In the Fermi model, the particle
energy gain is independent of the sign of vk and therefore indepen-
dent of the direction of motion across the tail. Thus, there is no
intrinsic limit on the energy gain. Distributions of high-energy
particles in the magnetosphere are typically power laws, consistent
with Fig. 4c. Remarkably, the model yields a spectral index for
energetic particles of 3.7 for the Wind parameters, which is close to
the measured value of 3.8 (ref. 4).
An important conclusion from solar satellite observations is that

up to half of the energy released during solar flares is transferred to
electrons. In the data presented in Fig. 4, the electrons receive the
bulk of the released magnetic energy in the core of the multi-island
region. In the low b e0 regime of the corona, the spectral index of
energetic electrons approaches a lower limit of 1.5, a spectrum that is
hard but is occasionally observed19. As essentially all of the electrons
entering the multi-island region through the area S ! Dx £ D z in
Fig. 4a undergo significant acceleration, rates of energetic electron
production of 1036 s21 as inferred from observations20 are possible but
only if S is macroscopic (n ! 109 cm23, uy ! 0.1cAx, B ! 100G and
S ! 1019 cm2, yields _N! nuyS, 1036 s21). Some solar observations
do reveal island-like structures in macroscale current layers21.
Data from the present fleet of magnetospheric satellites should be

able to validate key features of the present model. Secondary

magnetic islands in the vicinity of the dissipation region are required
for the production of very energetic electrons and should be
measurable in the existing data sets. Secondary islands and energetic
electrons should not be produced unless the ambient electron
pressure is small (b e0 ! 8pp e0/B

2 ,, 1).

Figure 4 | Particle acceleration in a multi-island reconnection geometry.
a, Diagram showing volume filling islands expected around the reversal
region, where owing to incompressibility the inflow velocity is given by
u in ! cAxDy/Dx. To calculate electron acceleration, we average the energy
gain in equation (1) over many islands, including the scattering of energy
from the parallel to the perpendicular direction:
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where the contraction velocity of each island is the upstream Alfvén speed
cAxi and d yi is the island width. The subscript “i” indicates that the value can
vary among the different islands. The resulting equation for the
omnidirectional distribution function F(x,y,v) is solved numerically. One
quadrant (x,y . 0) of F(x,y,1.95v te) is shown in b along with the streamlines
of the flow for Â ! 0.6 and be0 ! 0.02, where v te is the initial thermal
velocity of the upstream maxwellian distribution. The white band results
from the heating of inflowing low energy electrons and the dark band from
the depletion of these particles as they move to even higher energies.
c, Energy spectra for Â ! 0.6 and several values of b e0 at x,y ! 0,0. The
spectra are power laws at high energy with spectral indices j of 1.3, 1.7, 2.2
and 3.7 for be0 ! 0.0, 0.02, 0.06 and 0.16, respectively. The dip results from
the depletion of particles undergoing acceleration to higher energy. For
Â ! 0.6, the energy integrals of the spectra diverge in the absence of the back
pressure from energetic particles (the b e0 ! 0.0 spectrum in c matches the
j ! 1.33 prediction from equation (4)). For any finite b e0 the back pressure
from the energetic particles reduces the drive to regularize the energy
spectrum. The limiting spectral index for low b e0 is 1.5. Higher values of b e0

yield softer spectra with j ! 3.7 for the case b e0 ! 0.16, close to the
measured value of 3.8 at b e0 ! 0.16 from the Wind energetic particle
observations4. In the strongly driven regime (Â . 0.5), the power-law
indices are nearly independent of Â. The ambient value of b e0 is therefore
the dominant control parameter for the spectra of energetic electrons during
magnetic reconnection.

Figure 3 | Electron Fermi acceleration in squashed flux bubbles. Shown are
the results of two-dimensional simulations of electron acceleration in
isolated, squashed flux bubbles, where Fermi acceleration can be studied
without the interference from the parallel electric fields associated with
magnetic reconnection. The release of magnetic energy as the bubbles
contract and become round is essentially the same as in the contraction of
magnetic islands during magnetic reconnection. a, The initial magnetic field
lines in a squashed magnetic bubble superimposed over the uniform,
isotropic electron temperature Te0 ! 0.1. The bubble is initially in force
balance in the y direction (the variation in the density enabling the plasma
pressure to balance the magnetic pressure) but not in the x direction.
Initially be0 ! 8pn0Te0/B0

2 ! 0.27, where n0 and B0 are the maximum
values of the density andmagnetic field, andBz is zero. Realistic values of the
electron mass (m i/1,836) and velocity of light (c ! 100cA) are required so
the electrons can undergo many Fermi reflections during the contraction of
the bubble. b, The parallel electron temperature Tek and magnetic field lines
at late time. Note the increase in the parallel temperature within the bubble
and the near circular shape of the finalmagnetic field lines. The change in the
perpendicular temperature is small. Sixty percent of the released magnetic
energy is transferred to electrons. c, Tek and the magnetic field lines at late
time shown from a simulation that is identical to that shown in a and b but
with a larger initial electron pressure (b e0 ! 1.1). In this case, the back
pressure from the accelerated electrons prevents the full contraction of the
bubble, consistent with the discussion following equation (2).
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2D vs 3D Dynamics is Quite Different
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Primary & secondary islands form a spectrum 
interacting oblique flux ropes

See movies
mi

me
= 1



Under certain conditions, theory & simulations 
suggest a spectrum of oblique flux ropes 

Flux ropes may interact differently than islands in 2D models



 Pre-existing turbulence (MHD or kinetic)

 Buneman - streaming instabilities

 Lower-hybrid drift instability

 Lower-hybrid waves 

 Temperature anisotropy modes

 Velocity shear instabilities

 Nonlinear structures - phase space holes

Variety of waves and instabilities may also 
influence reconnection process

Can these produce anomalous dissipation, or 
influence larger scale evolution ?



Some of these instabilities are being examined  
with laboratory experiments & simulations

  Extrapolate experimentally validated results to other regimes 

  Need for new experiments to address issue of secondary islands

MRX  Device 3D Kinetic Simulation



Progress on these issues will benefit from 
increased interactions between:

MRX  Device 3D Kinetic Simulation Satellite observations - magnetosphere & solar wind

 Solar observations  

 Laboratory experiments

 Theory & simulations - both fluid and kinetic

Increased understanding will allow more realistic application of 
magnetic reconnection to astrophysical problems.


